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Greg Snyder 

Thesis Statement 

The proposal of this thesis is to explore the ideas, implications, and 

manifestations of a mobile dwelling. The thesis implies an investigation and 

conjecture of the nature of a mobile existence today; an exploration of 

of existence within the dwelling itself as well as the relationship between 

the dwelling and the landscape or context in which it is placed. 

The ideas provoking the thesis are to a certain extent in response to 

the mobile home and travel trailor, but more specifically to the ideas and 

potential of a mobile dwelling which they suggest but don’t fulfill. The 

thesis is not a re-evaluation of the mobile home as it exists, but rather 

a design problem which explores fundamental ideas of inhabitation 

within the discourse of architecture. To return to the seminal ideas behind 

a mobile dwelling allows a variety of speculations and attendant explorations 

which are denied by the stigma which the mobile home operates within 

today. 

If the dwelling is the place where an order relative to the world is 

constructed, then the mobile habitat must allow for many constructions. The 

taxonomy of landscapes can range from singular relationships of machine 

and garden to the displacement within a built urban or suburban context. 

Through a plurality of contexts the mobile dwelling confronts its potential: 

the ability to structure and inform an existance amidst a collection of 

contexts. The mobile dwelling then becomes a discursive element mediating 

the individual and the collective, allowing a critical and speculative existence 



within an interpretive structure. 

The mobile dwelling itself will provide for the fundamental physical needs 

of an individual. It will provide for bathing, eating, and sleeping. The 

articulation and definition of the object will allow an interpretive structure 

for those needs to be manifest within, as well as elaborated upon relative 

to the displacement of the mobile dwelling relative to a variety of 

contexts. 



Between Loos and LeCorbusier: 

An Idea of Dwelling 



"Le Corbusier's ideal barbarians built so as to know that they 

thought; Loos's equally ideal peasants built well because they 

knew without taking thought, by obeying external necessity 

and innate ideas alone." 1 

The ideas of dwelling manifest in the work of Le Corbusier and those 

in the work of Adolf Loos provide a ground to discuss the rift in the 

existential condition which western culture found itself within during the 

early 20th century. Within the topic of dwelling lies an idea of how we 

recognize our existence. The work of both Corbusier and Loos represent two 

distinct ideas of the individual and cognition of the world within and around. 

To compare and contrast the philosophies and spatial manifestations of the 

two is an effort to establish poles or boundaries between which 

contemporary man vasilates, and understands the possibility of the space in 

which he dwells. This understanding must also be recognized within a 

historical grounding, that both architects acted in response to a cosmological 

shift, and its attendant cultural crises; Modern Culture. For the most part we 

still operate within the same cultural understanding, asking the same 

questions, trying to define the boundaries of Modernism. 

" During long periods of history, the mode of human sense 

perception changes with humanity's entire mode of existence. 

The manner in which human sense perception is organized, the 

medium in which it is accomplished, is determined not only by 

nature but by historical circumstances as well."2 



The fundamental distinction in formal tactics between Loos's Raumplan 

and Corbusiers Free Plan is a point of departure to get to the two 

philosophies and their physical realization. The two tactics can be understood 

as emblematic or microcosms of their agenda for modern man. 

Loos's definition of the room sustains a certain traditional understanding of 

inhabitation. The comprehensibility of the room as a place of comfort begins 

to delineate his idea of the individual and society; the interior and the 

exterior; art and life. 

" A house should appeal to everybody, as distinct from works 

of art which do not have to appeal to anyone. The work of art 

is the artist's private affair. A house is not. The work of art is 

put into the world without their being a function for it. A house 

supplies a need. The work of art is answerable to no one. The 

work of art aims at shattering mans comfortable complacency. 

A house must serve one's comfort. The work of art is revolutionary 

the house conservative ..."3 

Corbusier's five points offer a re-evaluation of the traditional conception 

ol architecture. A new method of understanding provides also a different 

cognition of inhabitating. The dwelling for Corbusier is severed from a 

collective understanding and allows the opportunity for the individual to 

choreograph the epic which he has written. 

" There is a modern spirit which is a process of thought. To 

think clearly, to see ahead, to act, to create! The highest joys 



of creation, joys of the spirit, wealth within the reach of all! 

A new architecture is born as a result of the technical labour 

of a hundred years of science. Breaking down the regional and 

national boundaries, prevailing from continent to continent, it 

is formed of inspiring associations which bind its elemental 

constituents A single man can set them in motion, can make 

them apprehensible and clear. Architecture, an exalted art, is 

a function of the nobility of the individual.’"* 

The use of Muller House and the Villa Stein at Garches as comparative 

buildings allows the analysis of the most comprehensible examples of the 

work of the two architects at the scale of the dwelling. The Muller House is 

perhaps the most accesible example of the Raumplan. The Villa Stein, 

elaborated on by Rowe and Slutzky, is exemplory of the Free Plan and the 

other five points. 

The definition of the room and the associative relationships of rooms are 

the primary idea of dwelling in the “House" and the "Villa". Loos defines the 

room with walls, forming defined volumes. The rooms may be linked 

visually, but they don't share spaces as Corbusier's do. The space is never 

accessed from the center, one enters and circulates within the room from the 

edge In general, and at the Muller House specifically, the houses are cubic 

m form. The rooms are displaced around the perimeter of the house and the 

circulation acts as a core, generating a somewhat centripetal connection or 

promenade linking the spaces. To a certain extent this circilation provides for 

the nesting of Loos's spaces which generate the sense of a place. 

The poetic promenade is a point where one might align Corbusier and Loos, 

but the ramifications of the virtue of movement have two distinct identities. 



Where Loos connects a series of defined spaces with a promenade, Corbusier 

uses the promenade and the displacement of the individual to continually 

re-define the space. Where the volumes of the Muller House are literally 

defined, the volumes or rooms of the Villa Stein are virtually defined, and 

again re-defined as the individual moves. The room for Corbusier is a 

scénographie adventure, an inhabited landscape. For Loos the wall is a 

defmative element, for Corbusier it is speculative. The stairs both link spaces 

vertically and act as polarizing elements for lateral movement within the 

plan. They are figurai objects as well as spatial devices. 

The elaboration of the material condition is perhaps the most literal 

distinction between Loos and Corbusier in terms of cultural identification. 

For Loos there is a virtue in the craft, materials have a language, a notational 

hierarchy. The tradition of the arts and crafts imbues the house with a 

physical tangibility. The articulation of pure materials sustains traditions in 

the idea of inhabiting, a sense of propriety. At the Muller House there are 

marble clad walls, hardwood paneled walls, paneled ceilings, fine woven 

carpets ... a variety of materials with associative qualities which bring to the 

interior of the house a history of ideas about comfort and living. 

The surfaces of Villa Stein are unadorned. Corbusier replaces the 

vernacular aesthetic with that of the engineer. There is a new material 

condition for a new spirit. There are concrete floors, plaster walls, and metal 

and glass windows. There is a new history, a very different idea of the 

experiencial Where Loos organizes descrete volumes in a promenade and 

imbues that condition with an additional reading by the use of materials, 

Corbusier imbues the space with multiple readings through the construction 

of transparencies and the interrelationship of structure, form, and space. 



The industrial aesthetic characterizes both the interior and the exterior of 

Villa Stein. Where there is a certain continuity in the relationship of inside 

and outside in Corbusier's work, there is a disjunction between inside and 

outside in Loos's work. 

" The House does not have to tell anything to the exterior, 

instead, all its richness must be manifest in the interior."5 

The unadorned white plaster exterior is a thoughtfully considered contrast 

to the interior, it evidences a distinction in the relationship of the individual 

to himself and the individual to society. 

The ideas and issues that Loos and Corbusier contend with between inside 

and outside can be compared in formal terms but they are much more 

poignance when considered in relation to the cosmological shift of 

Modernism. The issues of the interior and the room share in the ideas of this 

shift, but in the articulation between inside and outside lies an idea of the 

transgression between the individual and the society. 

The facade by Loos can be seen as a mute sign. If the interior strives for a 

tradition of comfort and continuity for the inhabitant, the facade 

acknowledges the disjunction between the inhabitant and the collective. 

" The silence that he prescribed is no more than the recognition 

of our schizophrenia: the inside has nothing to do with the outside 

because our intimate being has split from our social being. We 

are divided between what we think and what we do."6 



At the Villa Stein the facade is about the machine age, about space, 

composition, and light. The dialogue between inside and outside is not at the 

plane of the perimeter of the building, but rather in the integration and re- 

evaluation of building and garden. There is a sequence of spaces which is a 

transformation from exterior to interior to exterior, culminating at the roof 

garden; the dialogue between inside and outside is about the poetics of 

moving through these spaces. Corbusier's transgression between the 

inhabitant and the collective is acknowledged through the authority of the 

individual. 

Loos's Raumplan and Corbusiers Five Points can then be understood as a 

speculation on the nature of dwelling for Modern man. The distinction 

provides two polarities which establish a ground to explore. 

The rift in cosmology which early 20th century man found himself in is the 

transition from the ideals of the Enlightenment to those of Modernism, a 

time when, according to Nietzche, the "idea" of god is dead. It was a 

transformation from a cosmology of 'man as center of universe' to a 

cosmology of man as universe'. 

The understanding of order during the Enlightenment was that of a closed 

set of relationships, a cohesion within the collective structure; there was an 

idea of a historical continuity. Modernism presents an idea of a discontinuous 

history. The relationship between history and language becomes intertwined 

at this point. That history at this time realized as an ordering system of the 

world, a subjective act. aligns it with the analysis of language as a "system of 

differences "7 What had previously been elemental fragments of one whole 

became complete entities unto themselves. Fragments of the real world 

which had a previously specific and preordained existence could now exist in 

an indeterminate state, understood as whole. 



This is the historical ground on which the tactics of Loos and Corbusier are 

placed. It is evident that both responded to these conditions in very distinct 

ways. Loos recognizes the fragments of the disjunction. Inside the house 

there is a faith in a sustained connection with the traditional. The room is 

comprehensible as a room Materials are used for the nature of their 

materiality Loos collects those things which are within the realm of the 

individual, and those are his. The mute facade is in the realm of the 

collective. This is Loos s recognition of the boundary between individual and 

collective, recognizing the lack of an order. 

For Corbusier there are no boundaries upon the historical ground. The Five 

Points find a new ground for a re-cognition of architecture. The Villa is a 

speculation within a body of ideas, acknowledging the disjunction only in its 

recognition of a new cosmology. There are new materials, new construction 

techniques, new perceptions, and new thoughts. Corbusier's faith is in the 

ability of Modern man to transcend collective inhibitions. Within the 

disorder of the societal structure, the noble individual is able to construct an 

order for himself, to manifest his thoughts. 

The two definitions of an existential condition by Loos an Corbusier 

provide two distinct polarities in how Modern man thinks relative to how he 

acts. The two polarities inscribe a space of ideas within which to explore 

dwelling. For Loos the individual is a spectator; a commentator. For Corbusier 

the individual is a constructor of ideas. Between watching and acting lies 

thinking; the dwelling is the realm of all three. 

" In the last century and a half, man has done his utmost to 

define the human condition and ironically has lost the capacity 

to come to terms with it; he is unable to reconcile the eternal 



and immutable dimention of ideas with the finite and mutable 

dimention of everyday life. Moreover, contemporary man, 

while recognizing this dilemma, seems incapable of deriving 

from this tension the ultimate meaning of his existence."** 

Notes 

1. Joseph Rykwert, On Adams House in Paradise, p. 190. 

2. Walter Benjamin,"The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction", 
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3. Adolf Loos, "Architecture", 1910. 

4. Le Corbusier, "Twentieth Century Building and Twentieth Century Living", 

in The Studio Yearbook on Decorative Art. London, 1930. 

5 Adolf Loos, "Heimatkunst",1914. 

6. Beatriz Colomina, "Architecture in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction", 

in Raumplan Versus Pian Libre, New York, 1988. 
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